as n -> oo, then P{lim W" (X) = 1 ] = 1 AoAis. 2. Lemma. The following is required in the proof of the Theorem.
Lemma. Let Fix) satisfy (c) and (d) z'ra §1. Let (X, Y) be a bivariate normal random variable such that E(X) = 0, E(X2) = a2; EiY) = 0, EiY2) = a22;
and E(XV)=pcTIcr Then
Proof. Let us denote by <$>^'ix) the jth derivative of <t>ix) = fx expi-u /2)du/J 2tt. We have a relation in terms of Hermite polynomials \Hjx); /= 0, 1, 2, ...J:
By means of Charlier's expansion, the bivariate normal density <pix, y; p) in the Lemma is expanded as follows:
*U,y;p)= Z-T^(y+1)W^(;+1)(y).
;=0 I' Hence, we have, by inverting the order of integration and summation,
+ J_ £ t f00 Fix)&>+»(±)dx. f°° FW*»(*-\dy.
In the second term, we have, by taking integration by parts twice and using (d)
and, moreover, by Schwarz's inequality and (2.1), 
Var(VF (X)) = y \E(F(X. )F(X. ))-E(F(X. ))E(f(X.))\ F ,72 ^^ ' 1,72 j,72 1,72 j , 72 i,i which we split into two classes, = X Ai, j) + X ^i-P'
where the summation (A) is restricted to the pair (i, j), satisfying c(i, n) (n) c(j, n) =0, (B) is for another pair, and v(i, j) is the summand.
As a result, (3.1) will be established if both ,, ,s G f(i, j) (3-3) x z_-_--<°°n where #(Z) is the cardinal number of the set Z, Since, by (c),
Therefore, by (1.1), we have S S.^Xn) < oo. we have a majorization as follows:
Hence, we have, by ( We observe, for ti = 2",
where cMu) = II=1 dr.iuA, and observe, for an increment V. , Remark. In Example (4.A), U(i) is also defined from B(t) similarly in the case of one dimension by the following transform of "time":
aB(e \e \...,e N) = fTJ e J ^ ... , r").
